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Three Popular Waltzes
The Lion and the Mouse by Theo Bendix.
Lady Frederick by Geo. J. Trinkaus.
Artist Dreams by Bert Levy.
Standard Songs
by the best composers

The Voyage. A heart thats free. concert Valse. by L.F. Gottschalk.
Abide with me. Sacred Solo. by A.G. Robyn.
None shall know. by A. Hoffmann.
by Theo. Bendix.
Standard Compositions by the Best Composers

Vocal

ALICE, Concert Valse, (For Soprano) ....... Paul Henneberg
ABIDE WITH ME, (Sacred Solo) Two Keys, .... A. W. Hoffman
THE VOYAGE, (A Gem) .................. L. F. Gottschalk
A HEART THAT'S FREE, (Concert Valse) .... A. G. Robyn
MINE FOREVER MORE ..................
DOWN ON THE AFRICANAS ................
MY TREASURE, (Two Keys) .............. D. Rose
TRUE EYES, (Three Keys) ............... Edw. A. Paulson
SUNBEAM AND WATERFALL ..............
THE LADY AND THE DOORMAT ............
NONE SHALL KNOW ..................... Theo Bendix
AVE MARIA, (in F) ........................ Harrison Millaud
WHO KNOWS? ............................ T. Shattuck
KILLARNEY, MY HOME OER THE SEA ..... F. K. Logan
JEALOUSY ................................. J. Hayden-Careless
THE SEA AND THE SHORE ................
THE RIVER OF PEACE, (Sacred Solo) ... Geo J. Trinkaus

Cameos of Song

(In Book Form)

LOUIS F. GOTTSCHALK

CONTENTS

THE KING, WITH ROSES, 
YOUR KISS, MAYFLOWERS, 
EDUCATION, THE PRAYER RUG

Instrumental

SUITE A LOVE EPISODE IN BIRDLAND  
(a) THE GENTLE DOVE, (Reverie) ...... Theo Bendix
(b) THE BROKEN-HEARTED SPARROW
(c) THE MERRY LARK
(d) THE MAGPIE AND THE PARROT
SECRET (Reverie) ..................... Louis F. Gottschalk
THE WITCHING HOUR, (Nocturne) .... H. Herrick
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